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what good is an assault on a history of urban planning
or economic theory. what good is provoking no one
or calling attention to the orange-tagged and abandoned cars
between here and Los Alamos, and the report that the city

The world shrinks to the size of my vocabulary.
I go to the same places and say the same things; I hear the same people
speaking.
The Dante translator said English was rhyme-poor, and he abandoned
the terza rima for quatrains.
Reciprocity is a language.

something, anything other than “The Atomic City”
another history we’re done with, and Zinn is dead anyway.
and I’m a well-adjusted person, generally happy
orange-tagged and patiently awaiting removal
or rebranding as anything other than—
in a crumbling, volcanic soil
to push into an alternative future
the real purpose is to make sense
but only as an unintended consequence of another process
to resist incentives and social norms
to be a bride with a veil, reduced by symbolism and tradition
and repetition, this obviously didn’t happen
is it possible to say I don’t subscribe to cable without great vanity

The world shrinks to what’s left after rent, to the range of our gas
tank—
To the few hours before darkness
A limited number of interactions with a limited number of characters.
Community an umbrella stretched, run, and ribbed.
The work shrinks to the ambition of my questions,
To the cleanliness of my hands—
The repetition of planting in a team.
Specialization thrives.
And the doctor repeats platitudes we’ve all heard small-screen characters
say.

I don’t know if nostalgia is a shrinking or a growing.
To expand the work to the scope of high school—
to questions the shape of a period.
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